M/S ROTTA
Traditional crewed motor-sailer yacht
Overview
ROTA II is a classical motor-sailer built in the shipyard of ‘Akerboom’ in Lisse Holland, in 1958. It
carries the registration number 130 among the 150 boats that were built by ‘Akerboom’ and it is the
only one in Greece. It has been completely renovated for 4 years (1996-2000) in all sectors
(engineering- electric-electronic-hydraulic-saving equipment etc). The hall is made of high quality
steel and all wooden constructions are made of high quality teak and iroko.
She has all the elegance, style and luxury of a classical motor-sailer and in combination with the
comfortable interior and exterior salons, is most suitable for safe, relaxing and joyful holidays.
Our yacht has a very low fuel consumption (only 60 lts/hour for both engines) and great
independence in fuel and drinking water, thus giving our guests the privilege to enjoy the vastness of
the Greek seas and islands and to explore thousand unique destinations.
Leisure
Water-ski, o-ring, windsurf, canoe for 2-persons, double banana, diving equipment (upon request),
tender 3.65m with Honda 40hp 4-strike (outboard), movies collection, audio equipment indoors in
lounge and outdoors with CD collection, lap top and Wi-Fi access
Galley
LCD TV 32'' with Home Cinema in lounge
Navigation Equipment
Garmin Radar, Garmin GPS Plotter, Garmin Depth Finder, VHF/DSA, EPIRB
Facilities
Full air-condition in all indoor facilities and with separate controls in each cabin
----------------------------------------------------------------------YEAR: 1958
REFIT: 2000 & 2016
BRAND: Custom
YACHT TYPE: Motorsailer
LENGTH:
19.80m (65.00 ft)
CREW NUMBER:
2-3
DOUBLE BED CABINS: 3
PULLMAN CABINS: 1
WC: 4
BERTHS: 8
HULL TYPE: Monohull
ENGINE (HP): 2x150
CRUISE SPEED: ±8-9 knots
FUEL CONS. : 60 liters/hour
DIESEL CAPACITY: 4.000 liters
WATER CAPACITY: 3.000 liters
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